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BASIC SKILLS

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics is encouraged by the current

public concern for universal competence in the basic computational skills.

The Council supports strong s-hool .rograms that. promote computational compe-

tence within a good mathematics program, and we urge all teachers of mathematics

to respond to this concern in positive ways.

We are deeply distressed, however, by the danger that the "back to,basics"

movement might eliminate teaching for mathematical understanding. It will do

citizens no good to have the ability to compute if they do not know what Com-

putations to perform when they meet a problem. The use of the hand-held calcu-

lator emphasizes this need for understanding: pne must know when to push what

button.

Consider in this regard a disturbing result of one recent national examination.

Students were asked to determine 70 percent of the 4200 votes cast in an elec-

tion. Almost half of the thirteen-year-olds and one out of five of the seven-

teen-year-olds applied the wrong arithmetic process. Some divided, some added,

and some subtracted! Computational skills in isolation are not enough; the

student must know when as well as how to multiply. We must address skills,

but we must address them within a total mathematics program.

In a total mathematics program, students need more than arithmetic skill and

understanding. They need to develop geometric intuition as an aid to problem

solving. They must be able to interpret data. Without these and many other

mathematical understandings, citizens are not mathematically functional.

Yes, let us st 'ss basics, bait let us stress them in the context of total

mathematics instruct -icon. (September 1976)
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MATHEMATICS AND BILINpIAL/BICULTURAL EDUCATION

Every student should receive a meaningful and timely mathematics education and

none should be excluded because of language or cultural differences, Schools

should actively seek to identify the educational factors which diminish a

student's opportunity to learn mathematics and to remove such barriers without

dlsruption of the integrity of the student's cultural world. Special instruc-
t,

tion in'mathematics, using mate- V. in the primary language of the stildeL,

should be provided until the student cat. function adequately in a mathematics

class conducted mainly in English or in the predominant language of the area.

(January 1976)

CLASS SIZE

Class size is important only insofar as it is appropriate to the mathematics

learning activity taking place. Certain size groupings are best suited for

certain teaching and learning activities; and, conversely, certain teaching

and learning activities are best handled in certain slaa/groupings. The

activities may range from tutorial to lecture and the groups from 1 -to -1 to

1-to-1004 depending upon he particular learning desired and the learning

style of the learner. (April 1970)
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. GUIDANCE/COUNSELING FOR BOTH COUNSELORS AND MATHEMATICS

TEACHERS AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Today, more than ever before, the studs and appreciation of mathematics are

- vital to the intellectual developmenCand to the scientific, industrial,

technological, and social progress of society. It is essential that teachers,

counselors, supervisors, educational administrators, parents, and the gendral

public work together to provide the best mathematics education possible for,all

students, regardless of sex, ethnic group, naticoal origin, or ability. All

students should be encouraged to keep options open by studying mathematics so

, as to make maximum use of their talents. Specifically, it is*stiggested that

students include a maximum of mathematics appropriate to their alities and

interest in their high school programs.

The educational, vocational, personal-social choices and decisions made by

students should lead to satisfying and worthwhile lives. The important members0

of the guidance team in each school, both the school counselor and the mathe-

matics teacher, are responsible for helping students gain insight and under-
.

standing of themselyes*and their environment in this decision making. There-
,

=
.

ore, t-ey mustwork-cooperatively in:

1. Planning mathematics programs for individual students.

2. Placing students in mathematics courses appropriate to their needs
4

1
and abilities.

3. Anticipating developments in mathpinaeics and fields that utilize

mathematics.

4. Conferring with the schOol administration with regard to mathe-

matics course offerings.

5. Planning a mathematics program designed for a specific field.

5
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6. Securing, evaluating, and making available to students a variety

of career publications.

7. FlanninE, career-oriented activities.

8. Keeping Students informed about:

a. secondary school and college mathematics programs

b. vocational and technical school mathematics requirementS

c. college entrance requirements in mathematics

d. mathematics requirements for majoring in specific areas

procedures for obtaining college credit for mathematics

courses taken in high schoOl

f. career opportunities in mathematics

g. mathematics needed for specific fields and professions

INVOLVEMENT OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS

The NCTM encourages grei.-er participation by classroom 'teachers at all levels

in policy-making and governance roles in professional organizations. We en-
%

courage administrators to recognize the relevance of such activities to im-

provement of education generally and to teaching effectiveness particularly

by providing teachers with adequete released time without loss.to salary or

leave tc enable them to assume elective and appointive positions in profes-

sional hUcational organizations. (September 1972)

6
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PRESSURES ON THE CLASSROOM TEACHER

SEWe note with alarm the increasing pressures on the school cla sroom teacher.

At a time when unresolved social problemi overlap into 'the classrooffil when

teachers are expected to master both new content and new ways to communicate

that content to students, and when schools and curriculum are both under :on-

tinuous attack, teacherslare being asked to carry still further burdens that

can only affect their ability to teach.

In particular we decry the imposition on the classroom teacher of hastily

adopted ekcational innovations which essentially redfine the teacher's role

into that of a manaer, clerk or curriculum developer. We take the position

that the classroom teacher should teach and that he or she should be supported

in, rather than diverted from, that important central r

Without addressing the merits of all novel programs we beliere that many in-

novations have not been evaluated from the perspective of the classroom

.

teacher- -the very person who is expected to change roles and to carry all

the extra burdens of the new activity.

the problems cited are not based on ill will towards the classroom teacher,

rather they are imposed by people who sincerely seek to improve instruction,

but who have not realized all the implications of their actions. At thq same

time, we do not offer excuses for school systems that are increasing student

and class loads for teachers and reducing teaching, staffs, and thereby sac-

rificing future welfare tp current political expediency.

We believe that mathematics is an important and pervasive basic tool for,all

citizens. We believe that teaching students goOd mathematics is a central role

a
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of the schools and that the classroom teacher of maehtmatics is a key to this.

We invitelsnpport for this beleagured individual from all sides: students,,

parents, Board members, administrators and supervisors. The classroom teacher

must be given a chance to succeed at teaching. (January 1076)

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

While
,

recognizinvdifferences among students in mathematical needs and abil-

ices" the NCTM takes the' position that excellence it. mathematics education is-

equally important for all. More.spe ally, excellence in mathematics educe-
/

tion for students who are collegex bound is no more important than excellence

in mathfratics for others. Also, teachers cannot start with the Assumption
J ,

that initial differences among students which may be due to earlier nonschool

experiences will determine the lang-range needs and abilities of the students.

Teachers must recognize that within any type ;f grouping whatever, students
rv

are likely to differ greatly. Therefore it is essential, if any type of

grouping is desirable at all, that there be a great deal of flexibility making.

possible the moving of students from one group to another.

Whereas this position recognizes different rates by which individuals learn,

it further declares that the labeling of learners as "slow" serves no purpose

other than describing the rate of learning. Indeed, the goals of the NCTM

are violated when persisten_ And continuous labeling leads to grouping prac-
.

tices and learning situations that prohibit attainment pf mathematical literacy

and deprive students of the option either to pursue\ or to discontinue further

formal study. The same.position is taken with respect to other labels, such

as "non-college-bound," "disadvantaged," "migrant," or "inner city.",
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The commitment of mathematics educators is, therefore, to create an environment

in the school such that each student achieves mathematical 'iteracy ana has

.

the option to continue or terminate the formal study of mathematics.

,Lkpril.1971)

METRIC/SYSTEM OF NEASUREMEiT

kdoption of Metric System

The NCTM supports, adoption of the metric system and encourages that this be a

system to be taught by teachers of all grades, along with other systems of

measurement., The-Congreso of the United States is urged to pass immediately a

metric bill which 'provides for an implementation program of not more-than ten

years. (September 1969, September 1972, and April 1974)

Metric Spelling

The "er" spelling should be used for words such as "meter" andu"liter" as they

appear in general textbooks, films, charts, and displays. However, for papers.

ana materials of scientific and/or international significance, the spelling of

"metre" and "litre" is recommended., (September. 1974)

USE OF MMICALCULATORS

With the decrease in cost of the minicalculator, its accessibility to students

at all levels is increasing rapidly. Mathematics teachers should recognize

the potential contribution of this calculator as a valuable instructional aid.

In the classroom, the minicalculator should be used in imaginative ways to re-

:nforce learning and to motivate

-matics. (September 1974)

9

the learner as he becomes proficient in mathe-.
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COMPETENCY-BASED 1;EACHER EDUCATION
ti

I

-based tealer education (CBTE) and performance-base4 feather

education (PBTE) are labels which have generated considerable activity and

heated discussion's among teacher educators in the past five years. It. may

surprise some teachers to learn that the.CBTE movement, albftt.altered in some

respects, was popular over thirty year

tend to prefer the label CBTE Aver PBTE

ago. Contemporary teacher educators

in that the ";1<;ance" Concept

seems to be restricted to abfllities which are obsertFed in the classroom
4*
44.e7.

'whereas "competency'rs generally interpreted to include classroom teaching.

skills as well as intellectual skills which might be assessed on the college

campus.. Throughout this. resolution "competency" is used in this broad sense.

ag.

It.is a fact that state departments of education, teacher o..:ganizations, and

some segments of the professional community have added other facets to taeir

defiAition of CBTE. The rhetorAF that surrounds the initials CBTE (competency-

based teacher education)'or PBTE ( performance -based teacher .education) some-.
A

to the issue of governance, sometimes to the naturetimes addresses itself

of effectiVe teaching, and sometimes to issLes involvidAlthe goals f the

Instruction. Some of the literature equates CBTE with field-based teacher

education, some with mastery of minimal objectives. These and other con-
.

notations of the label CBTE haVe drawn attention from the goal of improving

teacher education and have led to divisive; polar positions. The issue is

good teacher training that makes a strong contribution to good classroom

instruction and thereby to student achievement and satisfaction, as opposed

to poor teacher training that 'contributes little to these general goals.

10
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We are convinced that there are good and bad CMS programs just there

are good and bad. non -CBTE programs.

Recammendation.l. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)

recommends that ehe CBTE, however defined locally, nat be used' exclusively

by certification bodies until more research and evaluation of its outcomes

are available.

In its continuing effort to improve mathematics teaching, the NCTM attempted

to contribute to the effort of better delineation of competencies needed by

the beginning teacher of mathematics ia its-document, "Guidelines for the

Preparation of Teachers of Mathematic-." We note that these "Guidelines",

while including a necessary subset of these competencies, do not incliide those

which can be observed only in the classroom.

Recommendation 2. The NCTM recommends that:

a. Theicoffipetencieg identified in the "Guidelines" be utilized as

base-line competencies for purposes of teacher education.

b. Efforts to identify and assess add.lt al competencies, in particular

. those observable only in.the-classroam, be encouraged.-

t

Any assessment of teacher performance must recognize that thd teacher functions

as an integrated whole, not as.a composite of small, narrowly defined behaviors.

Carp should be.taken to avoid the checking off of individual competencies as

the sole measure of a teacher's performance. This type of "check- off ", assess-

ment fails to demand that the teacher consistently demonstrate a particular

ability. Alternatively, assessment systems devieed to take into account hcfw

the teacher functions as an integrated whole should be a basic procedure in

teacher evaluation.
r 11
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Recommendation 3. The NCTM recommends that evaluation in teacher education

programs be characterized py systematic assessment of all competencies over

a period of time to identify consistent and effective performance.

Many of the competencies necessary for the successful teaching of mathematics

are intrinsically related to the nature of mathematics. Their identification

aid assessment requires the skills of those working in the discipline.

4

Recommendation 4. The NCTM recommends rhat the identification and assessment
4

, of performance related to mathematics teaching should be the responsibility

chiefly of 'Ate professionals in the field of mathe stics education: college

professors of mathematics and mathematics education, school mathematics

teachers, and mathematics supervisors.

'as

Some regi9ns have m4ndated an approach to certification wit1-..aut specifying

the need to include representatres from th4 groups designated in Recammenda-
_

_

tion 4.

Recommendation 5. The NCTM recommend" that:

A. Representative- fram the mathematics ,education community be in-
,

volved in the development of competencies and assessment procedures

related to mathematics teaching.

b. If NCTM Affiliates have prepared guidelines, those guidelines should
1.

be used as a framework against which proposals can be judged. Where

guidelines are not available, the NCTM guidelines should be used in

a similar way.

lle

In making all five of the above recammendations, the NCTM reasserts the need

, .

to encourage a variety of creative approaches to
A
Lie complex problem of

te4chereducation (September 1976)

I 2
t
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COMPUTERS IN THE CLASSROOM

Although computers have become an esseatial tool of our society, their diverse
1

and sustained effects, on all of us are frequently overlooked. The astounding

computational power of the computer has altered priorities in the mathematics

curriculum with respect to both content and instructional practices. Improve-.

ments in computer techaollgy continue to make computers, minicomputers, and .

programmable calculators increasing accessible to greater numbers of students .

at reasonable cost.

, .

An essential outcome of contemporary education is computer literacy. Every

student should ha e f ithand experiences with both the capabilities and the

ti

limitations of computers through contemporary applications. Although the study

of computers is intrinsically valuable, educators should also develop an aware

solvingness of the advantages of comp te srs both in interdisciplinary problem

and as an instructional aid. Educational de 'sionmakers, including classroom

--..z,

teachers, should seek to make computers readily availahl-e_ as an integral part`as`

of the educational program. (September 1976)

13
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'CAREER EDUCATION

Iri recognition of the prime iipottance of work in our society and the role

that mathematics plays_in the lives of all individuals, The National Council

-of Teachers of Mathematics supports the position that Career Education should

be a major goal of all who teach and learn mathematics.

..4
For the purposes of this statement, Careef Education is the composite of

all learning experiences, classroom and non-classroom, that promote:

1. The learner's understanding Cf the values of the work ethic and

how these values contribute to his or her petsonal development;

2. The learner's awa: ,ss of the'nature of various careers and

how mathematics is used in those careers; and

3. The learner's attainment of mathematical concepts and skills,

with the ability to apply that knowledge to the solution of

career related problems.

Career Education may be achieved by increasing the emphasis placed by schools

on career awareness, exploration, decisisn making, and planning. Teachers,

parents, and guidance counselors should encourage eac 1& ndent to pursue the

///
study of mathematics to the highest level of hi or her ability, making it

clear that the value of knowledge and skills so gained cannot always be judged

on the basis ',of immediate need or use. .

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, recognizing that incorporation

of concepts and approaches to Career Education into the school curriculum

requires that teachers develop special knowledge and skills, recommends that

Career Education training of mathematics teachers be given special and im-

mediate attention at both preservice and inservice levels. (September 1977)

14



2. Homework and drill are very important peda-
gogical tools used to help the student gain un-
derstanding as well as proficiency in the skills
of arithmetic and algebra, but students should
not be burdened with excessive or meaningless
drill. We therefore recommend that teachers and
authors of textbooks step up their search for
interesting problems that provide the opportun-
ity to apply these skills. We realize that this is a
difficult ktask, but we believe that providing prob-
lems that reinforce manipulative skills should
have high priority, especially those that show
that mathematics helps solve problems in the
real world.

3. We are aware that teachers mu3r struggle to
maintain standards of performance in courses at
all levels from'kindergarten through college and
that serious grade inflation has been observed.
An apparently growing trend to-reward effort or
attendance rather than achieVement has been
making it increasingly difficult for mathematics
teachers to maintain standards. We recommend
that mathematics departments review evaluation
procedures to ensure that grades reflect student
achievement. Further, we' urge administrators to
support teachers in this endeavor.

4. In light of recommendation 3, we also recognize
that the advancement of students without appro-
priate achievement has a detrimental effect on
the individual student and on the entire class.
We therefore recommend that school districts
make special provisions to assist students when
deficiencies are first noted.

5. We recommend that cumulative evaluations be
- given throughout each course, as well as at its

completion, to all students. We believe that the
absence of cumulative evaluation promotes
short-term learning. We strongly oppose the
practice ofeXempting students from evaluations.

6. We recommend that computes and minicalcula-
be used in imaginative ways to reinforce

learning and to motivate the student as pro-
flciency in mathematics is gained. Calculators
should be ysed to supplement rather than to
supplant the study of necessary computational
skills.

7. We recommend that colleges and universities ad-
minister placement examinations in mathematics
prior to final registration to aid students in
rtelecting appropriate college courses.

8. We encourage the continuation or initiation Of

15

joint meetings of college and secondary school
mathematics instructors and counselors in order
to improve cdmmunication concerning mathe-
matics prerequisites for careers, the preparation
of students for collegiate mathematics courses,
joint curriculum coordin non, remedial pro-
grams in schools and col ges, the exchange of
st.ccessful instructional, trategies, the planing
of in-service programs, and other related topics.

0. Schools should frequently review their mathe-
matics curriculum to see that it meets the needs
of its studepti in preparing them for college
mathematic's. School districts that have not con-
ducted a-curricalum analysis recently should do
so now, primarily to identify topics in the cur-
riculum that could be either omitted or de-
emphasized, if necessary, in order to provide
sufficient time for the topics included in this
statement. We suggest, for example, that the
following could be de-emphasized or omitted
from the curriculum;

(a); Logarithmic calculations 'that can better
be handled by calculators or computers

(b) The extensive solving of triangles in trig-
onometry

(c) Proofs of superfluous or trivial theorems
in geometry

10. We recommend that algebraic concepts and
skills be incorporated wherever possible into
geometry and other courses beyond algebra to
help students retain these concepts-and skills.

This position statement was prepared Jointly by the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1906 Association Dr. Reston ,
VA 22091, and the Mathematical Association of America, 1225
Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036.

\it

NCTM:MAA

Position Statement
on

-----
RECOMMENDATIONS for the

PREPARATION of high school students

for COLLEGE MATHEMATICS COURSES

The following statement, adopted by the Board of.
Governors of the Mathematical Association of Amer-
ica and the Board of Directors of the National Coun-
cil of Teachers of Mathematics, is a brief outline of
the basic ingredients of adequate preparation for
collegiate-level mathematics.' The statement does not
break new ground; it reflects standards that have been
generally accepted for over a decade. It is intended,,
to support the continuing efforts of conscientious
teachers everywhere to provide students with sound
and stimulating mathematical training. It is spe-
cifically designed. to provide a benchmark for our
efforts and those of others to assess and react to re-
cent reports of a general decline in the performance
of students in mathematics.

A joint committee of the Mathematical Association
of America and the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics consulted with secondary school and
college teachers'in various parts of the country, to
study recent trends in the preparation of students.
The comments from these consultations on which
there was strongest consensus are the basis for this
statement and its ten recoMmendations.

The Mathematical Association of America and the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics wish
to empha_ize that the statement and recommenda-
tions, as they refer to secondary school programs, are
addressed only to those programs for students plan-
ning to go to collegd and that theyrare not intended
to be more comprehensive. During the past twenty
years many important changes have taken place in
both the content and teaching of mathematics at the
secondary school level. Many excellent new pro-
grams have been adopted and taught effectively by
teachers in elementary and sec indary schools. Never-
theless, any consideration of "te relative merits of
'new versus traditional school curricula has been de-
liberately avoided. A study of this issue would have

Collegiate mathematics refers to courser in calculus (or cal.
culls* and analytie goametry), probability and statistics, Snit*
mathematics, and higheNevel mathematics courses.
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exceeded both the charge to the committee and its
limited resources. This statement and these recom-
mendations incorporate many of the best features of

, both of these curricul and are addressed to all
mathematics pro regardless of pedagogical
her; ge.

Necessary Course Work

Mathematics is a Itignly structmed subject in which
various concepts and techniques are greatly depend-
ent on each other. The concepts. of arithmetic and
algebra, however, are basic to all of mathematics.
Further work in mathematics and in all areas in
which mathematics is used as a tool requires correct
performance, with understanding, of basic arithmetic
operations, the. manipulation of algebraic symbols,
and an understanding of what the manipulations
mean.

Any student who is un dale to perform arithmetic
calculations and algebraic operations with accuracy
and reasonable speed, to understand which opera-
tions to use .jn a given pniolem, and to determine
whether the results haye meaning is severely handi-
capped in the study and applications of mathematics.
The prevalence of ;aexpensive pocket calculators
makes the ISerformance of complicated calculations
less tediot but the 'Use of calculators does not lessen
the need for students to understand:which concepts
and operations are needed to solve a problem, to
make sensible'estimates, and to analyze their results.

For further work in mathematics, and in many
other areas from business to psychology, from biol-
ogy 'to engineering, the ability to,.use algebra with
skill and understanding is also essential. ,Having a
'Sassing grade in algebra is not enough. Both under-
stanaing and competence in the skills of algebra are
necessary. Neither conceptual understanding nor
lechnical'skill alone will suffice in today's world, let
alone in tomorrow's. Algebra is Ii useful subject
which will help to solve problems in the real world.
Opportunities to apply algebraic skills should be pro-
vided whenever possible, especially to problems that
show the utility of mathematics.

Algebra courses in secondary school should in-
clude, in additicin to the basic topics

(a) polynomial functions;
(b) properties of logarithms,
(c) exponential and logarithmic functions and

equations;

17

(d) arithmetic and geometric sequences nd series;
(e) the binomial theorem:
(f) infinite geometric series;

(g) linear and quadratic inequalities.

For most students, adequate coverage of the topics in
algebra requires at least two years of study.

StOdents who wil take calculusand this now in-
cludes many students who will take college work in
business, premedicine, conomics, biology, statistics,
engineering, and physi I sciencemay or may not
'need trigonometry, depending on the type of calculus
course appropriate for their particulcr programs But
they will need a good deal of what is often cajled
precalculus, including especially a sound understand-
ing of the concept of a function, which is also funda-
mental for work beyond the most elementary level in
probability and computing.

Those student:, needing trigonometry should
study

(a) trigonometric functions and their graphs;
(b) degree and radian measure;
(r) trigonometric identities and equations;
(d) inverse trigonometric functions and their

graphs.

For such students, the equivalent of one semester
shout,' be devoted to the study of the topics in trig-
on . etry.

All students who go on to take collegiate mathe-
matics will find their college work easier if they have
been intraduCed to some axiomatic system and to
deductive reasoning. Traditionally this has been ac-
complished in a geometry course. Geometry courses
in secondary scHol should include, in addition to
basic topics- -

(a) fundamental properties of geoinetric figures in
three dimensions;

(b) applications of formula,s for areas and
volumes;

(r) experience in visualizing three-dimensional
figures.

Other courses (the word course refers here and
elsewhere in this statement to a semester course un-
less otherwise noted) beyond algebra, trigonometry,
and geometry should he available to students who
have adequate background and time to take them. A
course in coordinate (or analytic) geometry is ideal,
since it combines algebra with geometry and provides
a useful preparation for calculus, In addition to co-

ordinate geometry, courses in the following topics are
valuable:s probability, statistics, elementary finite
mathematics (or linear algebra), an introduction *to
computers and computing, and applications of mathe-
matics.

If coordinate geometry is offered, it should include,
in addition to the basic topics

(a) conic-sections;
(b) rational functions and their graphs;
(c) polar coordinates:
(d) parametric equations and their graphs.

Inductive as well as deductive reasoning, tech-
niques of estimation and approximation, and an
awareness of proi :m- solving techniques, with spe-
cial emphasis on the transition from the verbal form
to the language of mathematics, should be empha-
sized in all courses.

Calculus, where offered in secondary schools,
should be at least a full year course and be taken only
by those students who are strongly prepared in alge-
bra, gtometry, trigonometry, and coordinate geom-
etry.

We recognize that many secondary schools have a
curriculum similar to that outlined above. W1 empha-
size again that, in order to be properly. prepared for
collegiate-level courses in mathematics, students need
to develop skills ( I ) in applying standard techniques
and (2) in understanding important concepts.

Recommendations

The Board of Governors of the Mathematical
Association of America and the Board of Directors
of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
make the following recommendations:

I. Proficiency in mathematics cannot be acquired
without individual practice. We therefore en-
dorse the common practice of making regular
assignments to he completed outside of class.
We recommend that parents encourage their
children to set aside sufficient time each day to
complete these assignments and that parents
actively support the request of the teacher that
homework be turned in. Students should be en-
couraged to develop good study habits in mathe-
matics courses at all levels and should develop
the ability to read mathematics.

1 8


